
Conversations

Liew: It seems to me that Yan helps to push us again to confront the question of defining
“scriptures,” but at the same time complexifying that question. First of all, I think Yan’s example
of how commentaries of jing became “scriptures” — or how in Confucianism,
commentaries and “scriptures” are not neatly separated or separable — illustrates in some way
my earlier suggestion that in some traditions, one may have “scriptures” without the idea of
canon.

  

Second, if “scriptures” are understood differently across cultures (here, mainly through Yan’s
example of the word jing), is it desirable and/or feasible to push for some tentative parameters
to understand what is and is not “scripture” (as I suggested before)? Perhaps those parameters
and/or definitions have to be culturally specific rather than cross-cultural (in the sense of a set of
parameters or definitions that can be applied across cultures)?

  

Of course, one gets to another sticky question here: how does one define “culture”? Again,
Yan’s point about the literati class making jing equivalent to civilization or culture shows that
what one means by “culture” — like what one means by “scripture” — is itself a site of
interpretive and sociopolitical struggles. There is no one shared Chinese understanding,
because of, say, educational and socioeconomic differences. Or, to go back to Gundaker’s
contribution, if and when one attempts to come up with certain culturally specific parameters or
definitions of “scriptures,” one really cannot talk about a so-called Western understanding
(again, because of different communities, including diasporic ones, within the so-called West).

  

My point here is not to get us into “a paralysis of analysis,” but to underscore the importance of
specificity in “teaching scriptures,” or what one means by “scriptures.”

  

I find Yan’s comments about the importance that commentaries have over the jing a challenging
one for me as one who teaches scriptures. As I said earlier, I found this to be true of most of my
students: they often read what the textbooks have to say about the New Testament without
reading the New Testament itself. I find that a disturbing problem. After reading Yan, I am
wondering if the problem has more to do with me than my students. Is it possible that my
discomfort with this phenomenon has to do with my own assumptions about “scriptures,” and
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how they may differ from the assumptions that my students have about “scriptures”?

  

I would venture to say that, generally speaking, my students’ and my assumptions about the
New Testament are indeed not the same. If we spell out our different assumptions, I would,
however, also imagine that my students actually tend to have a much higher and more rigid
view of the New Testament than I do. So we end up with this odd scenario: a teacher who does
not actually have a high view of the New Testament finds it disturbing that people read 
about
the New Testament rather than read the New Testament itself, while students who have a
higher view of the New Testament are happy reading about the New Testament without reading
the New Testament itself. Does “teaching scriptures” in my case — if I were to do so effectively
— necessitate some attempts to make sense of and sort through all the factors and dynamics
that are involved in this scenario, not the least of which would be the assumptions that students
bring to the class about “scriptures”?

  

In this vein, I find Aymer’s identification of her institutional context as well as her students’
communities rather helpful and significant. Her reference to how spirituals and a song by Kanye
West are used “as scripture” also touched on both of the issues that I am struggling with above.
The ambiguous “as scripture” may refer to: 1) The phenomenon of reading something else
rather than “scripture” itself; and/or 2) The idea that “scripture” may have a broader meaning
and reference. The significant question for me, then, is this: when students refer to the spirituals
or West’s song “as scripture,” are they operating with the first, the second, or both of the
meanings identified above? As readers, we may focus on textual effects separate from authorial
intentions; as teachers, however, would we consider it important — to the extent that we could
— to try to differentiate what we are dealing with here?

  

Finally, I actually find Aymer’s teaching not as far from the ISS’s foci as she said. After all, she
does seem to teach her students how to read not only the New Testament, but also how
nonacademic readers are reading the New Testament. In my own teaching of the New
Testament “as scriptures,” I have often tried to impress on my students that the New Testament
is not the only resource that one may use to wrestle with the “big questions.” I have used, for
example, contemporary novels in my New Testament classes. In using them, my point is less
about how the novels may allude to the New Testament and more about suggesting that
“scriptures” have no monopoly on making meanings, much like — if I may refer back to Yan at
this point — jing cannot be equated with civilization or culture. Whatever “scripture” is, one thing
seems to come across strongly from this conversation: “scriptures” and the interpretation of
“scriptures” are infused with power. If so, it seems important to me to teach my students to
attend also to other voices without implying that these other voices are undercover “scriptures.”
Perhaps I am now back to Gundaker’s contribution: may one understand Lusane’s memorial as
meaning-full without categorizing it as a form of “scripture” in disguise or in the process of
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emerging as “scripture”? Or does one have to equate meaning-full texts (again, literary or
otherwise) as “scriptures”? And, what is the difference and implications between those two
teaching positions?

  

Aymer: I would like to second Liew’s proposition of the importance of cultural context — not
only internationally but also within the context of the United States. Part of the reason I was so
specific in my description of my context for teaching is that it is contextually very different from
“American culture” as I had previously understood it; and through teaching Bible at ITC, I have
underscored the places of discontinuity between “Bible” and “scripture” — whether “texts”
(written or performative or both) are so defined consciously or not.

  

Further, as I noted earlier, there is another level of world-interpretative “texts:” “texts” through
which even the Bible is interpreted — texts that govern how the Bible is read and what it must
say. I take as an example of this Kanye West’s Jesus Walks. My students report that this
text...and texts like it...are used to understand Bible (rather than the reverse) by the youth in
their churches. I am struck by the report on this song, that it is used in church to dismiss the
youth to “Youth Church” and that the youth sing it on the way out of church; apparently, these
youth (of an upper-middle-class African Methodist Episcopal church) thought 
Jesus Walks
was in the Bible.

  

Of course, this further complicates the question of culture by adding the layer of generation —
which is palpable where I teach. I have, after all, students in my classroom who remember
segregation sitting next to students for whom the death of Tupac Shakur is far more important
than the death of Martin Luther King Jr. Thus not only do they scripturalize Bible differently, their
“midrashic” or Talmudic (to borrow a term from the ancient world) lenses are very different one
from the other.

  

How do we understand these texts through which world they are read — including Bible? Is the
Protestant canon still “scripture”? Are we dealing with a midrashic level that further pushes the
question of what “scripture” is? Parallels can, I’m sure, be found in Yan’s and Gundaker’s work;
and of course the ancient parallel is that of Talmud. So, then, are “Talmudic”-type “texts”
“scripture”? And in being scripture, do they displace the importance of what we have come to
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think of as “scripture”?

  

This, I think, gets back to Liew’s question: may one understand Lusane’s memorial as
meaning-full without categorizing it as a form of “scripture” in disguise or in the process of
emerging as “scripture”? Or does one have to equate meaning-full texts (again, literary or
otherwise) as “scriptures”? And, what is the difference and implications between those two
teaching positions? And what, then, is the implication for how/what we do/ought to teach?

  

Liew: I really like the way Gundaker outlined the issues. All the issues she has identified are
important, especially the ones about being contextually specific in terms of our “teaching” of
scriptures and our understanding of “scriptures.” In our teaching in particular, it seems important
that we identify not only our institutional context but also the assumptions regarding “scriptures”
that students as well as we (as teachers) bring to the classroom (I think Aymer has helped
make that clear).

  

Issues that may be raised and/or refined in light of this last round of conversation include:

    
    1.   

What are the relations between “official scripture” and “personal scripture” (this I gleaned from
Aymer’s point about the discontinuities between the Bible and “scripture” among her students),
as well as between “scriptures” and canon (since the former may exist without the latter)?

    
    2.   

Can we identify different ways in which people (including our students) use other texts (literary
or otherwise) to make sense or make use of “scriptures”? Are these texts (whether
commentaries or a song by Kanye West) used to avoid, resist, expand, and/or illuminate
“scriptures”? And are these texts used to determine or dictate what “scriptures” may mean
(Aymer’s example of her students) or to provoke conversations and dialogues (Singh’s example
with her introductory course)? Which of these ways of reading reinforce the power of
“scriptures”? Which of them may displace that power?
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    3.   

Should we, in “teaching scriptures,” need further work in tracing the common ancestral roots of
“scriptural” and literary studies? This issue results from Singh’s introductory course (not only her
use of novels to introduce Asian “scriptures,” but also her remark that “religion and literature are
two closely interrelated aspects of the human imagination”). These shared ancestral roots are, I
think, particularly true in the case of the Bible and European/American literary studies, though
the dynamics seem to involve both using literature to promote and replace biblical literature. I
wonder if and how these dynamics play out in other traditions.

    
    4.   

How may we better investigate and teach “scriptures” as a result of interreligious mixings and
dialogues (as opposed to using “scriptures” to begin interreligious dialogue)? Again, what Singh
said about Guru Arjan’s inclusion of Hindu and Muslim materials in the Granth led me to think
about how the Hebrew Bible, for example, also contains all kinds of materials from other
traditions (from Canaanite to Zoroastrian). However, such work is seldom pursued in depth and
rarely taught. But doing so will also be an important resource for “our global society” (Singh’s
words). It is important to look at how different peoples or cultures look at the same “scriptures,”
but it is equally important to look at how “scriptures” themselves are always already a mixture of
different traditions.

    
    5.   

How do we use novels to “teach scriptures”? I mentioned that I use novels quite a bit in my New
Testament courses, and Singh does as well with her courses on Asian religions. Her use of
Western novels (and poetry) to teach Asian “scriptures” raises two questions in my mind. Can I
find and use novels — to borrow the title of Kwok Pui-lan’s well-known book — from “the
nonbiblical world” that refer to the Bible in my classes? I also wonder how the dynamics of
power differential play out between using “Western fiction” to teach Asian “scriptures” and using,
say, Asian novels to teach the Bible.

    
    6.   

Finally, I really like Singh’s point about bringing “our own world” (particularly issues of race,
gender, class, sexuality, etc.) into one’s engagement with “scriptures” in her intermediate-level
courses. What I would love to hear would be some pedagogical strategies that we can use to
encourage that, and do it in a way that students are less concerned about what “scriptures” say
about race or gender but rather how we can better think about such relations with and through
“scriptures” (in other words, how “scriptures” may become something we “think with,” in contrast
to resorting to “scriptures” to think for us). How can we promote this effectively as teachers?
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Wimbush: So many important issues, problems, considerations! I cannot and do not want to try
to list them here; I want simply to jump in with some of the issues that haunt and provoke me.
These are some of the issues that inspired ISS.

  

First, I wonder if we have any sort of consensus regarding the concept of “scriptures” — in this
case, whether it is possible, wise, feasible, to have discussion about such a phenomenon
across cultures and societies. It seems to me that concern about “teaching” “scriptures” is also
concern, heightened sensitivity — as you all have indicated — about context and the politics
and types and levels of consciousness and different practices and orientations that define
different contexts

  

Teaching what? To whom? For what? Might not the focus on teaching force us to come to terms
with the reality that what is being taught is less texts themselves — this is the issue for so many
engaging theological/religious studies discourses in the “world religions”/major civilizational
contexts. And to take into account any other material objects, as with the individuals and
subcultures Gundaker is so creatively tuned in to. Or are we confronted with the nationalist
“classics” or “icons” as may be the categorization elsewhere? And the reactions to such?

  

Are we teaching (something about, the contents of, the shape of) some “thing”? Or is not that
“scriptures” are something like a catchphrase for (and a veiling of) some other concern or
problem? And what might that be? And why do we not name it, address it? Or is it necessarily
beyond speech/language/scripts, so we are forced to play games with speech/language/scripts?

  

And what might heightened consciousness about the reality of multiplicity of other such things
— “scriptures”/“classics” — bring to bear upon our thinking? And that of students? Are we not
confronted with an ethical situation here? Can the study of any “scripture” tradition go on without
the challenge that there are others? And that there are differences as well as similarities
aplenty?
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Where should we place the challenge to students — all students — about the scandal of
multiplicity of scriptures/classics/icons? How should we challenge ourselves? What might it
mean to teach “scriptures” (as the teaching of some other thing/problem, etc.) in one key (one
tradition) or representation (only in terms of traditional scripts, as with Gundaker)? What might it
mean to do that, but with consciousness of other traditions, types of scripts, practices,
engagements, categorizations?

  

To be sure, there are risks involved in thinking this way, orienting one’s teacherly self this way.
There are those who would question the validity of (the very notion of) comparative scriptures.
And there are those who would raise questions about the wisdom of the rather expansive and
tensive understanding of “scriptures” so that it includes nontraditional “scripts” and no scripts at
all. But I think we are at a point where we see too clearly what is being protected by such
conservative positions.

  

The challenge must be multidirectional: boomeranging back to ourselves, as teachers; toward
students who think they want/need only the basics; toward the conservators/authorities of
scriptures; and toward those who cannot see yet what is at stake in reading society and culture
and power dynamics through problematizing these matters.

  

Liew: Just a couple of quick responses. First, I think it is absolutely our ethical responsibility as
teachers to “relativize” the scriptures we teach, particularly as one who teaches Christian
scriptures in a seminary in the United States (that is to say, the need to “relativize” is itself
relative in light of power differentials). I am, however, less sure that the best or only way to do
so is to point to the existence of “other scriptures” as “scriptures.” When I, for instance, use
Martel’s Life of Pi for my course on the Gospels or Morrison’s Paradise for apocalyptic
texts like Revelation, I am trying to help my students see that books of the New Testament do
not have a monopoly on those concerns that the New Testament texts deal with. I use these
texts instead of, say, a selection from another known scriptural tradition because I do think
ethically we also need to “relativize” this whole category known as “scriptures.” I said this in
some way in light of what Jacob Neusner said years ago about E. P. Sanders’s attempt to
present Judaism in terms of Sanders’s covenantal nomism. He mentions the problem of seeing
Judaism as valuable only when it is presented in Christian terms. I want to be sure that human
attempts to deal with various questions are not considered to be important by, in my case,
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Christian seminarians, only because they are categorized as “scriptures.” Perhaps one way to
deal with this is to incorporate recognized “scriptures” from other traditions as well as other texts
— whether it is Lusane’s memorial that Gundaker points to or a novel that Singh uses — into
our courses on “scriptures” (from whatever traditions or however defined).

  

Second, while I absolutely agree that the category of “scriptures” needs to be explored and
exploded (to include nontraditional scripts and nonliterary texts), I do not think that this
exploration/explosion and teaching what may be called the “basics” of one’s scriptural traditions
are mutually exclusive. Just as it would be wrong, in my view, to spend one class session on a
Hindu or Confucian text and think that one knows the scriptures of Hinduism and Confucianism,
it will be equally wrong for me, as a teacher of the New Testament, not to confront my students
with what is and what is not actually in the New Testament. It is one thing if students make a
decision consciously or even half-consciously to subvert or displace the New Testament by
inventing or improvising on the texts (I have no problem scripts, so we are forced to play games
with speech/language/scripts? And what might heightened consciousness about the reality of
multiplicity of other such things — “scriptures”/“classics” — bring to bear upon our thinking? And
that of students? Are we not confronted with an ethical situation here? Can the study of any
“scripture” tradition go on without the challenge that there are others? And that there are
differences as well as similarities aplenty? Where should we place the challenge to students —
all students — about the scandal of multiplicity of scriptures/classics/icons? How should we
challenge ourselves? What might it mean to teach “scriptures” (as the teaching of some other
thing/problem, etc.) in one key (one tradition) or representation (only in terms of traditional
scripts, as with that at all); the greater problem — at least in many Protestant seminary contexts
— is that students think they know the New Testament texts when they actually seldom or never
read them. My insistence on confronting students with the New Testament texts is therefore not
out of a conservative position, but out of a desire for students to really think about and think
through what they need to do with the “scriptures” of their traditions, and they cannot do this
responsibly without knowing what is there and not there in those scriptures.

  

So in “teaching scriptures,” there are two types of courses that I would now like to develop in my
context. Again, these two are not mutually exclusive; they leak into one another (both will
involve in various degrees the recognition of other scriptural traditions and other contributions to
human imagination and struggles) but they do have distinguishable focus. One will focus on
exploring and exploding what one means by “scriptures,” the other will focus on engaging
particular scriptures with “one’s own world” (particularly on issues of race/ethnicity, gender,
class, sexuality, and so on). In my own case, I think I have done better on the latter than the
former. The mission and work of ISS has helpfully pointed to the need — or my need — to
develop a specific course that focuses on problematizing and investigating the category of
“scriptures,” so that students as well as I will have more to say about this category of
“scriptures” than a vague and evasive “however defined.”
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Gundaker: My interdisciplinary teaching takes place through three faculties — Americanstudies, anthropology, and black studies. Two of my research interests especially overlap theinterests of the ISS: 1) The history and politics of written, graphic, and material sign complexes;and 2) A network of theories and practices for which “vernacular African Diaspora knowledgesystems” probably offers the most workable rubric.  Rather than being the specific field for which I was “trained” in the academy, the lattercoalesced recursively from the people, practices, and material/visual forms that reshaped myorientation to research and teaching during fieldwork, and gained strength over and against anacademic climate during my graduate school days that marginalized — and continues tomarginalize — vernacular epistemologies through “explanations” (that explain them away) interms of “big T” theories of meaning, politics, and economy. Although I had no good (academic)vocabulary at the time for articulating the mismatch between most of these grand Theories andlife as lived, practices as practiced on the ground, I came away from three years of fielddiscussions with diverse African Americans on their home ground with the simple conviction thatthey were smarter (critically aware of the workings of the world and how to deal with them),wiser (better equipped to follow through on the implications of values and consequences), andmore generous (tolerant of human failing, willing to share expertise) than most of the academicsto whom my work was answerable as a graduate student.  Herve Varenne recently defined “education” as “conscious processes of deliberate change.”Though rarely spoken aloud as such, the shared aim of my foundational teachers was, andremains, to make a better, more just world, and to show others what such a world could looklike, from the uniquely informed perspective of African descendants distant no more than two tothree generations from enslavement, and distant not at all from personal experience withsegregation, violence, and marginalization. How, then, does a generous, wise, and smartperson “educate” an outsider like me? With what aims? And with what “instructional materials”?Therein should be some clues about what I should also teach.  Partly because of self-selection — I was not, after all doing research in schools — the experts Imet preferred indirection and open-ended approaches. Many “instructed” through writing andvisual/material signs on their property. Some also used proverbs, biblical quotations, and bodymovements — like cutting the eyes with a sharp, up-tilt of the chin. When spoken, the terms ofexpression, the means, and the verbal summations/translations of visual/material signs were interms of scripture, specifically Protestant and Catholic. But to focus narrowly only ondeployment of biblical passages and related proverbs would be as distorting as reducing all toMarxian political economy or any other “big T” theory (from this perspective the term “scripture”seems to carry forward as much baggage as any other Big Meta frame — generative of a prioriexplanations over and against localized, grounded ones).  In any case, “Diaspora knowledge systems” or “vernacular epistemologies,” became coverterms for the foundations of smartness and wisdom. And these foundations became the mostworthwhile things my many educational opportunities yielded to teach about. In order to berespectful of the diverse historical and cultural currents that shape these foundations in thepresent day, it is important to recognize and turn students’ attentions to what Toni Morrisoncalled “discredited knowledges” as well as institutionally sanctioned ones. The Christian Bibleand schooled Roman alphabetic (as well as at times Hebrew, Arabic, and Greek) literacies fallinto the second category. The former includes but is not limited to numerous cosmologies andpractices that captives and immigrants brought with them to the Americas from West andCentral Africa: vernacular and esoteric Islam, Yoruba Orisha traditions, Kongo cosmology,perspectives on the interactions of matter and spirit from Guinea Coast, and Bight of Biafragroups, and much more — limited only it seems by my ignorance. All of these, in turn, havegenerated representational/communicative repertoires that could/should figure within a broaddefinition of “scripture,” but at the same time are emblematic of precisely that “backwardness”by which, in the terminology of Michel de Certeau, the “Western scriptural economy” definesitself. However, as my colleague Michael Blakey has graciously reminded me when we havetaught together in graduate seminars, it is very misleading to rest with this distinction because,while it reveals knowledge that have been “othered” and excluded, it also erases thecontributions of people of color within, and to the schooled, the sanctioned, the “Western,” etc.  Given where I am positioned in the academy, it is tempting to argue that all students needcourses that pose these challenges and that all faculty need to lead the charge, not to thisspecific Diasporic content, but to whatever kind of “coloring outside the lines” helps to illuminatecritically the institutional structures of which we are parts and the forms of knowledge that thesestructures systematically obscure. But that’s not only arrogant: it ignores some important“messages” built into the priority my teachers placed on indirection.        1. Circle in gently to find out where the student is at. In “big T” educational theory terms, LevVygotsky said the same thing: locate a “zone of proximal development (ZPD),” a meeting pointbetween teacher and student on which to build a “scaffolding” for new ideas.       2. Don’t throw pearls before swine. You can lead a horse to water but...don’t expect theblind to see (or as Lusane’s tree “tells” us, somewhat like Foucault’s use of Magritte’s painting This Is Not a Pipe, the reader needs to see past the print to the irreducible difference of the visible/visual).     3. Baldly explicit statements are by definition as self-explanatory as possible. They are littleultimatums: You get it or you don’t. There’s no spillover, no writhesome tentacle escaping liketendrils of ivy to pull down the edifice of prior assumptions. Surely it is no accident that water isa central substance in so many cosmologies, so many metaphors for change.       4. If they knew what you really think they’d kill you. You knew it was a snake when youpicked it up. Knowledge worth having is powerful and threatening to powers that be. Don’tblame powers that be for being what they are; be able to handle them if you mess with them.   The list could go on but I’ll stop here. What has all this to do with teaching scriptures? A fewclosing thoughts. Yes, the term “scripture” is problematic. It can mask; it can reveal. For myself,it’s sufficient to take the ISS’s name as a ZPD with all the contradictions that “scripture” opensup, and all the potentials for indirection that go with the vernacular practice “signifying.” Itscomplex ramifications let it shape-shift, like water, meeting learners with all sorts of assumptionswhere they’re at, but with lots of leaks and tendrils to work on “deliberate change.” For me, atthe start of these discussions, the word “scripture” was still too closely tied for comfort to thecanonical texts of religions of the book inscribed in “major” writing systems. But thesediscussions have helped to undermine that too-hasty judgment. My colleagues have remindedme that these scriptures are both doctrinal and generative, both the bounded word of God andrepositories of the means to make their own closure permeable and their situatedness apparent.The “how” of getting that across necessarily varies among us, but we do all seem to share thewill to do so.  

Aymer: These are some brief further musings on my part, in response largely to Liew but alsoto Gundaker. To Liew’s first point, I, too, find that my students know the New Testament textsonly nominally well. However, from where I sit I am quite certain that my students understandthat “the books of the NT do not have a monopoly on those concerns that the NT texts dealwith” (I, too, have used novels — Baldwin’s Go Tell It on the Mountain, Atwood’s TheHandmaid’s Tale, Moore’s Lamb, Kushner’s Angels in America, and Butler’s The Parable of the Sowerto name a few; as well as spirituals, gospels, hip hop, etc.). The younger cohort (under 40) isparticularly clear about this as hip hop enters into these sorts of conversations to greater andlesser degrees (and citing a multiplicity of texts and/as “scriptures”); but I have even had anolder student of his own volition compare Bilhah, the concubine of Jacob/Israel, to Celie in The Color Purple.  That these texts are addressing some unique set of concerns is not the essence of theirscripturality for my students, as far as I can discern. For my students, at least, these texts —often within a very particular translation, mark you — are incantational (this, perhaps, toGundaker’s colleague’s comment that in fact African Americans have also acted upon, andmade meaning upon, the schooled Roman signs). They — in their cadences and phrases —invoke into being (an)other world. Indeed, certain cadences have become so powerful as torequire very little more than the correct intonation, physical posture, movement, and so on(which of course is practiced in the halls and at the evening services on campus) to invoke that“other world.” When I, like Liew, point out what is — and what is not — in these texts, I find that Ibecome to some extent complicit in aiding these contemporary conjurers; for in so doing, I amhelping them refine their incantations, gain secret power and/or knowledge with which toconfront the world. And the texts are so varied and multivocal that there are not enough hours inan MDiv curriculum to attempt to demystify them; and given their ultimate use, I’m not suredemystification is even entirely possible or desirable (any more than it would be forYoruban-based “scriptures”).  What I found worked — perhaps for the very first time this semester — was to point to themagic itself, the conjuration (thus Thee Smith) of which Christian texts are but one tool, thede/re/formulative (Wimbush) impulses not at all subtly behind the use of these texts in particularcontexts. In my advanced class, the question of “what is being conjured here” or “for whatreason are these texts being invoked” did more to bring to consciousness the “scripturality” ofthese texts (and by extension of other “texts” [Kanye West, Alvin Ailey]) than anything I haveever done in intro or in exegesis. But of course, they already have intro and exegesis; I’m notsure that first-semester students would be even open to the question.  Also to Gundaker’s points is the matter of the limits of a seminary education. For, in fact,seminary education is finally the preparation of students to be conjurers, to conjure with (andsometimes against) “scriptures” — written, spoken, and unspoken. My advanced class — as itlooked seriously at why and how others conjure — took on the feel of a cabal, co-conspiratorsundermining the power of those “in charge” and how they use “scripture” while playing with ourown dangerous gnosis; not surprisingly, much of the class was in the younger cohort. With all ofthat gnosis, I’m not sure any of them is changed in how they consider “scripture” or (for thatmatter) in how they conjure. And yet, many asserted that such a class should be a requirementat seminary.  

Wimbush: Always informative, at times disturbing and challenging, this conversation needs togo on. Across societies and cultures. Across traditions. Across fields and disciplines. Across thelines of academic-professional organizations. But I am convinced that the most important point— that the study and teaching of scriptures should be carried out as transgressive excavation,that is, not in terms of unacknowledged apologetics for the texted tradition in which one islocated, but in terms of social texture and formation and power across traditional academic andsocial-cultural-political divides and practices — has been made with conviction and eloquence.At a time in which tensions around the world are now routinely religiously inflected, morespecifically and poignantly, legitimized by reflexive recourse to scriptures (always only one’sown!), a lot is clearly at stake. Far beyond the vapid but insidiously apolitical stance of “lettingthe text speak for itself.” The extent to which the ISS — and this conversation as an extensionof it — models and argues the challenges of beginning the thinking about scriptures and all thatpertains to it, including all that the term itself masks, in social-critical and political terms, it istransgressive and compelling. And this work has only begun. I should like to end by expressingappreciation to all of the colleagues who have been part of this installment of the conversation. Ialso invite and challenge readers to “cross over,” and join us.  
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